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Let K, = {x E [w” : (x12 + ... + x:-1)1/g Q x,} be the n-dimensional ice 
cream cone, and let QK,) be the cone of all matrices in Iwnn mapping K, into 
itself. We determine the structure of r(K,), and in particular characterize the 
extreme matrices in ITK.). 
INTRODUCTION 
In the vector space [w” of real n-tuples we consider the cone 
A matrix A E Wo is a positive operator on K, if rlli, C K, . In this paper, we 
determine the structure of the cone T(K,) of positive operators on K, . In 
Section 2, we show that -4K,, = K, or AK, =: -K,, if and only if 
d” In.4 = /A Jn , for some 0 < p E R, where jll = diag(- l,..., - 1, 1). 
Further, if rank A # 1, then AK, C K, or -4li, C -K, , if and only if, for 
some p > 0, AtJ,,4 - pJn is a positive semidefinite symmetric matrix. 
These are related to the notion of copositivity for K,,, . Section 3 contains 
some basic lemmas. Lemmas 3.5 and 3.7 exhibit interesting properties of 
matrices mapping K, onto itself. In Section 4 we prove our main result: The 
extreme matrices in the cone T(K,) are precisely the matrices ,4 which map 
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K, onto K, together with the matrices of the form uvt, where u and v belong 
to the boundary of K,, . As a corollary, we show that T(K,) is the closure 
of the convex hull of all matrices mapping K, onto K, . 
We have the following conjecture.1 Let C be a cone in UP (see Definition 1.2), 
and let r(C) be the cone of positive operators on C. If A is an extreme matrix 
of r(C), then d maps the set of extreme vectors of C into itself. The converse 
of this conjecture is proved in Loewy and Schneider [5] for a nonsingular A 
and an indecomposable cone C. The converse is in general false for a singular 
matrix A or a decomposable cone C. 
1. PRELIMINARIES 
Let R be the real field, and let lR” be the vector space of all real column 
vectors x = (x1 ,..., x#. (We use xt for the transpose of x and we shall always 
assume that n 3 2.) By ei we denote the ith standard unit vector in Iw”. For 
any x E UP, let the vectors .? and i in P-l be given by 
2 = (Xl , x, ,..., xnJ, if = (x2 ) XKJ ,..., x,). (1-l) 
DEFINITION 1.2. A cone C in llP is a nonempty subset of liP such that 
(i) C+ CCC, 
(ii) hC C C, for 0 < h E R, 
(iii) C n (-C) = (O}, 
(iv) C - C = lfP, 
(v) C is closed. 
We write x > y if x - y E C. 
If C is a cone, then so is 
C’={yEuP:ytx>O,vxEC), 
and C’ is called the cone dual to C. For the sake of precision, we define: 
DEFINITION 1.3. Let C be a cone in Rn. If x E C, then x is an extreme 
vector in C if 0 < y < x implies that y = OL~C, for some 01 E R. 
DEFINITION 1.4. Let S be a nonempty subset of W. Then x E hull S if 
and only if there exist xi E S, 0 ,< hi E R, i = I,..., r, such that 
x = i i&xi. 
i=l 
1 After the completion of this paper R. C. O’Brien has shown in an interesting 
counterexample (private communication) that the conjecture is false in general. 
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We denote the set of extreme vectors in C by E(C). It is known that 
E(C) C PC, the boundary of C, and that C = hull(E(C)) (cf. [6, p. 1671). 
Note that hull S satisfies (i) and (ii) of 1.2, but not necessarily the others. 
The interior of C is denoted by int C. 
DEFINITION 1.5. A cone C in Rn is called decomposable if there exist 
nonzero subcones C, and C, such that 
(i) C, + C, = C, and 
(ii) span C, n span C, = (0). 
(Here span X is the linear span of a subset X of W.) A cone that is not 
decomposable is called indecomposable. 
1Votation 1.6. Let C be a cone in Wt. Then 
(i) r(C) = (-4 E llP: AC C C>, 
(ii) O(C) = (A E Rnn: AC = C}, 
(iii) d(C) = {A E E(r(C)): rank rZ < l}. 
It is known that r(C) is a cone in Iw”” (Schneider and Vidyasagar [8]). For 
A, B E Rnn we write A > B if d. -- BE I’(C). 
2. COPOSITIVITY AND THE ICE CREAM CONE 
For x E W, we shall always use the Euclidean norm: 
I/ x /I = (xl* + ... + xny. 
The n-dimensional ice cream cone K, is defined by 
K, = {x E R”: (x1’ + --. + &,)“” < xn}. 
Equivalmtly, x E K, if and only if II .2* 11 < d/z x, . It is well known that K,, 
is a cone. Further, K, is self-dual, viz. K,’ = K,, . Since the norm 11 *11 is 
strictly convex (i.e., if (1 x 11 = II y II = 1, then j\ .T + y /I = 2 if and only if 
x = y), it follows that aK,, = E(K,) and that the cone K, is indecomposable 
for n > 3 (Barker and Schneider [l], Loewy and Schneider [fl). 
Let Z,, be the set of symmetric matrices in I&“. If HI , H, E ,Z’, , we shall 
write 
ffl>HH, 7 - 
to mean that HI - H, is positive semidefinite (p.s.d.) and 
to mean that HI - H, is positive definite (p.d.). 
409/49/z-8 
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Let Jn = diag(-I, -l,..., -1, 1) E Zn . We have 
DEFINITION 2. I. Let C be a cone in W, and let ME Z,, . Then iIf is 
called copositive for C if xtAlx > 0 for all x E C. 
LEMMA 2.2. Let K, be the ice cream cone in W, and let ME Z, . Theta M 
is copositive for K, if and only if there is a p E R, p > 0, such that M 2 p Jn . 
Proof. Let p > 0 and let il!lg /* Jn . Then xt Jnx 2 0 implies that 
xfMx > pxt Jnx 3 0. 
Conversely, suppose that AY is copositive for K, . Let xtJnx > 0. Then 
x E K., u (-I%,), whence xtMx > 0. 
Case 1. Let n > 3. We first consider the special case when 
xtJnx 3 0 and x f 0 imply that xtMx > 0. (2.2.1) 
Then, by a result due to Greub-Milnor [4, p. 2561 it follows that there exists 
a nonsingular T in Rnn such that TtJ,T and TtMT are diagonal matrices. 
By Sylvester’s law of inertia (cf. [3, Vol. I, p. 2971) we may suppose that 
TtJlaT = J,, . Let 
TtMT = D = diag(d, , d, ,..., d,). 
It follows from (2.2.1) that 
xtJnx 3 0 and x # 0 imply that xtDx > 0. (2.2.2) 
Let x = x,ei + en, wherel<i<nandIxil<l.Then 
Hence 
.@JnX = 1 - xi2 > 0. 
xtDx = d,, f dixi2 > 0. 
Thus d, > 0 and d, + di > 0. Hence 
D = d,J, + diag(& + 4 ,..., 4 + d,,-, , 0) 2 d,, Jn . 
Thus, 
M = (T-l)t DT-12 d,(T-l)t JnT-1 = d,J,. 
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We now turn to the general case. Let P) = 31 + (I/Y) I, for Y = 1, 2,.... 
Then stJnx 3 0, x f  0 imply that xtP(r)x > 0. Hence there exists a pr > 0 
and a p.s.d. H(T) E & such that P(r) = prj, + H(r). Then 
Hence /*r , pz ,..., are bounded and we may select a subsequence that con- 
verges to a nonnegative p. Since the limit of the same subsequence of 
pa, pm 
, ,.-., is M, it follows that 111 > pJn . - 
Case 2. Let 7t = 2. In this case the Greub-h’lilnor theorem cannot be 
applied. Let 
be copositive and let xt = (x1 , I), where / x1 / ,( 1. We have 
f(.Q) = xtivx = mllxlP + 2m,,x, + mz2 2 0. 
Let 
f(c) = min{f(xr): -1 < x1 < 11. 
Case 2a. 1 c j < 1. In this case we must have m,, > 0 and / ml2 1 < ml1 . 
Thus c = -mr2/mr1 and f(c) = rn;: det M > 0. Hence M > 0 = ,oJz, - 
where p = 0. 
Case 2b. [ c 1 = 1. In this case either mrr < 0 or 0 .< m,, < I m,, I . 
Then f(c) = ml1 - 2 I ml2 I + m aa >, 0. Choose p = &(m,, - mrr). Then 
and 
P b I ml2 I - ml1 > 0 
The next theorem essentially characterizes them atrices which map K, into 
K, or K,, into -K, . 
THEOREM 2.3. Let A E 5P. If  A E T(K,) U (-T(K,)), then 
AtJnA 2 PJ~ for some p > 0. (2.3.1) 
Conversely, if rank A # 1 and there is a p 3 0 such that (2.3.1) holds, then 
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Proof. Let A E r(K,) u (-F(Q). Then xtj+v 3 0 implies that 
xtAtJnAx = (A# Jn(Ax) > 0, 
whence AtJnA is copositive for K, . Thus (2.3.1) holds, by Lemma 2.2. 
Conversely, suppose (2.3.1) holds and that rank A > 1. Let x E K, . 
Then (Ax)~ J,,Ax > pxt Jnx >, 0, whence Ax E K,, U -K, . We must 
show that either Ax E K, for all x E K, or Ax E -K,, for all x E K, . So 
suppose these exist x1, x2 E K, such that yr = Ax1 E K, , y2 = Ax2 E -K,, 
andy1,y2#0.Letx~=olx1+(1-~)~2,whereO~or<1,andlet 
Fl = {a E [0, I]: Ax” E K,), 
F, = {a E [0, 11: Axa E -K,}. 
Since Fl and F, are closed nonempty intervals in [0, l] and Fl u F, = [0, I], 
there exists a p,O < j3 < 1, such that /I E Fl r\ F, . Thus Axs E K,, n (-K,), 
whence Ax6 = 0. Thus, py’ + (1 - j?) ya = 0, and yr and ya are linearly 
dependent. It follows that rank A = 1, contrary to assumption. 
In our next theorem we characterize the matrices that map K, onto itself. 
THEOREM 2.4. Let A E UW. Then A E O(K,) U (- O(K,)) if and only if 
AtJnA = tdn for some p > 0. (2.4.1) 
Proof. Suppose (2.4.1) holds. Then A is nonsingular and 
(A-l)t JnA-l = ,u-l Jn . 
Hence, by Theorem 2.3, both A and A-l belong to r(K,) u (-QK,)). It 
follows easily that either both A and A-1 belong to r(K,) or both A and A-1 
belong to -r(K,). Thus, either A E O(K,) or A E -O(K,). 
Conversely, suppose that A E O(K,) u (- O(K,)). Then A and A-l belong 
to r(K,) u (-(r(K,)). By Theorem 2.3, there exist H2 0, P 2 0, p > 0 
and Y > 0 such that 
AtJ,A = EL],, + H and (A-l)t J&l = vJn + P. 
Hence 
J,, = p(A-‘)t JnA-l + (A-l)t HA-l 
= /LV Jn + pP + (A-l)” H14-l. 
So (1 - PV) Jn 2 0. Thus PV = 1, whence pP + (A-l)t HA-l = 0. Hence 
P = 0 and H = 0, and (2.4.1) holds. 
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3. BSIC LEMMAS ON T(K,J AND O(K,) 
LEMMA 3.1. Let rank A = 1. Then the following are equivalent: 
(1) There exist u, v  E K, such that A = uvt, 
(2) A E r(K,J. 
Proof. (1) * (2). I f  A = ~9, where U, v  E k:, , then for every .V E K, 
we have Ax = (79~) u E K, , since K,’ = k:, . 
(2) ~j (1). Let A E r(K,J. Then A = uvt for some II, v  E R”. There 
exists .t^ E A:, such that AX # 0. Then Ax = (v”x) u E K,, , whence 
u E K, u (- K,J. I f  u E -K, , we replace u by -u, v  by -v, so we can 
assume that u E K, . Then for all x E K, -4x = (v’x) u E K, , whence 
VEK~’ = K,. 
LEMMA 3.2. Let A E W*“. Then the following are equivalent: 
(1) There exist II, v  E c?K, such that A = uvt, 
(2) A E d(K,). 
Proof. (1) Z- (2). Let 0 < B < uvt in the ordering of r(K,). Let 
x E K, . Then 0 < Bx < (dx) u. Hence, as u E E(K,), we have Bx = aXu 
for some czz 3 0. Thus B = uwt for some w E W. But by Lemma 3.1 w E K,, . 
Thus 
0 < (wk) 24. < (dx) u for all x E k:, , 
so ZI~X < vt.r for all x E K,, . Hence v  - w E K,’ = K, , or, equivalently, 
0 < w < v. Since v  E E(K,), we have w = /3v for some j3 > 0. Thus B = /3A, 
and so rZ E O(KJ. 
(2) 3 (1). Let A EA(K,,). I f  A = 0, choose u = 0 and any v  E aK,. 
So we may assume that rank A = 1. By Lemma 3.1, there exist u, v  E K,, 
such that A = uvt. We prove that u, v  E aK, . Suppose u $ aK,. Then 
there exists a w, 0 < w < u, such that for any /3 3 0, w # /3u. Hence 
0 < WE+ < uvt and wvt # /3A for any p 3 0. It follows that A is not an 
extreme matrix of r(K,), contrary to assumption. Thus u E iiK, . Similarly 
one proves that v  E aK,, . 
LEMMA 3.3. Let A E r(K,,). I f  there exists x E int K, such that Ax E 8K, , 
then rank A < 1. 
Proof. Let Ax = y. Let z E W. Then there exists E > 0 such that 
x 5 EZ E K, . Hence A(x -& EZ) = y  f  EAZ E K, . But, 
y  = S(y + E-4z) + $(y - EAZ), 
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whence &(y + E&Z) < y. Thus AZ < y, and since y  E E(K,), it follows 
that Az = olzy for some az > 0. Hence rank ,4 < 1. 
LEMMA 3.4. Let Q1 , Qz E O(K,). Then A E E(I’(K,)) ;f and only if 
QAQ, E WKN. 
Proof. Suppose A E E(r(K,)) and let 0 < B < QIAQz . Since 
Q;‘, Q;’ E r(K,), it follows that 0 < Q;‘BQ;’ < A, whence Q;lBQ,l = PA, 
where 0 < b < 1. Hence B = ,8Q1AQa, and so QJQa E E(r(K,)). The 
proof of the converse is similar. 
Recall that en is the nth unit vector in UP. 
LEMMA 3.5. Let x E int K, . Then there exists Q E O(K,,) such that 
Qx = en. 
Proof, Case 1. n = 2. Let x E int K, . Without loss of generality sup- 
pose that xf = (01, I), where 1 OL 1 < 1. Let 
A = (1 - c?)-1 [-L -3 . 
Then Ax = [3 and AtJ,A = (1 - c?‘-~ Js , whence by Theorem 2.4 A 
maps K, onto itself. 
Proof, Case 2. n > 2. Let x E int K, . Without loss of generality assume 
that xt = (x1 , xa ,..., x,+~ , l), where 11 f  ]I* = Cy=;’ xi2 < 1. [a is defined in 
(l.l)]. There exists an orthogonal matrix & E IW+l+l such that 
&a = 11 f  11 (0, 0 ,...) 0, I)$ E IFP-1, 
Let 
Q1 = [f ;] E RP. 
Then 
E int K, , 
and QltJnQl = J,, , so that Qr E O(K,). 
By the case n = 2, there exists a T E IF@2 such that TtJ,T = p J2 for some 
TV > 0, and 
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Let 
Q2 = [  
(p)l’Z I,-? 0 
o T] E R”“. 
Then Qa?l = en and QztJnQ2 = p Jn , whence Q, E O(K,) by Theorem 2.4. 
Let Q = Q,Q, . Then Qx = en and Q E 0(&J. 
Thus we have shown that there are matrices mapping K, onto itself which 
are far from rotations around the axis of the ice cream cone. 
LmnI.t 3.6. Let 
II = (2’ E R’l: x1 = 0). v  (3.6.1) 
If L is any n - 1 dimensional subspace of [w” such that L n int A-, --- .I 
then there exists Q E O(K,) such that QL = II. 
Proof. Let x EL n int K, . By Lemma 3.5, there exists a Qi E O(K,) 
such that Qr+z = en. Let L, = QIL. Th ere exists a vector 6 E [w” such that 
ll6ll = 1 and L, = {y E [Wn: l”6 = O}. 
Since e” EL, , we have 6, = 0. Let 6 be defined by (1.1). Then there exists 
an orthogonal matrix &, E Rlz-l.n-l such that Q,b” = (1, O,..., O)t E W-r. 
Let 
Q2 = [f ;] E I$"'". 
Then Qa6 = e1 and Qa E O(K,). We shall show that QzL, = l7. So let z EL, . 
Then 96 = 0, and hence (Q~.z)~ e1 = ztQafQ,6 = 2’6 = 0. Thus Qsz E 17, 
and Q,L, C n. But dimension (Q2L1) = n - 1 = dimension (n), so Q2L, =: IT. 
If  Q = Q,Q1, then Q E O(K,) and QL = II. 
LEMMA 3.7. Let 
u” = (0, 0 )...) 1, l)f E R”, 
vn = (0,O ,...) -1, I)f E R”. 
(3.7.1) 
If x, y  are linearly independent vectors belonging to ZK, , then there exists a 
matrk Q E O(K,) such that Qx = ul” and Qy = z+. 
Proof. The proof is by induction on n. The case n = 2 is easy and the 
proof is omitted. So assume the result holds for K+l , and let .1c, y  be linearly 
independent vectors belonging to aK, . Let L be some n - 1 dimensional 
subspace containing x and JJ. Since x + 3’ E int K, , it follows that 
L n int K, # 0. By Lemma 3.6, there exists Q, E O(K,) such that QIL = II. 
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Let Qrx = z and Q1y = w. Observe that z and w belong to aK, , and 
z1 = wi = 0. Hence L (see (l.l)), ei, belong to aK,-, . Also, 1 and rZ are 
linearly independent in W-l. Hence, by the induction hypothesis, there 
exists Q E O(K,-,) such that &Z = un-l and &eZ, = wn-l. By Theorem 2.4, 
!i?Jn-I& = r/n-l f or some TV > 0. Let Qs = ((~)l/~) @ &. Then Q2z = ZP, 
Qaw = vn and Q; JnQn = p J,, , whence Q2 E Q(K,,). I f  Q = QaQi , then Q 
has the required properties. 
Thus, given any two linearly independent vectors x, y  in aK, , however 
close they are, there is a matrix A mapping K, onto itself such that Ax and 
Ay are the given orthogonal vectors un and VP. 
4. THE EXTREME MATRICES IN T(K,) 
In this section we shall use the following result concerning the singular 
values of a matrix. For a proof in the complex case see [7, p. 3491, the proof 
in the real case is similar. 
PROPOSITION 4.1. Let A E IP. Then there exist orthogonal matrices P, 
QEFP such that 
PAQ = diag(A, , A, ,..., A,), 
where h, > X, ,..., > h, > 0 = &+I = *** = X, are the singular values of A 
and I = rank A. 
LEMMA 4.2. Let A E IP”. If At JnA 2 0, then rank A < 1. 
Proof. (due to J. Bog&r). Let rank A = r. Since AtJnA 2 0, then 
Ax E K, U -K, for every x E W. Suppose that r > 2. Then K,, U -K,, 
contains a 2-dimensional subspace L. But L meets the (rz - I)-dimensional 
subspace 
(x E R” : x, = O} 
in a nonzero subspace. This contradicts the fact that if x E K, and X, = 0 
then x = 0. Hence r < 1. 
COROLLARY 4.3. Let AEFF. If A E E(r(K,)) and AtJnAg 0, then 
A E d(K,). 
Proof. Follows immediately from the previous lemma and the definition 
of d(K,). 
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LEMMA 4.4. Let G > 0. Suppose that Gun = 0 and Gz = 0, where kk 
is given by (3.7.1) and Z= (.zl , z 2 ,..,, z,,-~ , - 1, 1). Then there exists y  E [w” 
such that 
y, un are linearly independent, (4.4.1) 
yEaK,, (4.4.2) 
Gy = 0. (4.4.3) 
Proof. Let y  = cyun $ z, where 01 = t Cyit zt. Then y  has the required 
properties. 
Our main theorem is Theorem 4.5. 
THEOREM 4.5. Let n 3 3. Then 
WKJ) = @(KJ ” Wn). 
Proof. (a) We first prove the inclusion 
WV,)) C WGJ u WL). 
Let 0 # A E E(r(K,J). Let 
F = {x E llP: x E aK, and Ax E aK,}, 
and let L be the linear space spanned by F. Let q = dimension L. We want to 
show that q = n. We shall show this by assuming that q < n and obtaining a 
contradiction. 
Casel. q=O. Let 
S = aK,, n {x E UP: X, = l}. 
Then S is a compact subset of UP, in fact 11 x 11 = 1/z for all x E S. It follows 
that AS is also compact. By the assumption that q = 0, we have 
AS n aK, = 5. Since aK,, is closed, it follows that there is an E > 0 such 
that 11 Ax - y  Ij > E, for all x E S and y  E aK, . We deduce that if x E S and 
IlAx--zII<E, then ZEK,,. Now, let B = A - (e/2) I. I f  x E S, then 
I/ Ax - Bx I/ = (e/2) 11 x II < E, whence Bx E K, . Thus 0 < B < A. Sup- 
pose it were true that B = OLrz, where 0 < 01 < 1. Then (c/2) I = (1 - a) A, 
contradicting q = 0. Hence A is not extreme. It follows that q # 0. 
Case 2. q = 1. Suppose that Aen E aK,, . Then, by Lemma 3.3, 
rank A < 1, and A E d(K,). This implies q = n, by Lemma 3.2, a contra- 
diction. Hence Aen E int K, . By Lemmas 3.4 and 3.5 we may assume without 
loss of generality that Ae” = en. 
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Since q = 1, there exists .x E aK,, such that X, = 1 and Ax E iiK, . There 
exist orthogonal matrices 
Qi = [$f ;] E UP”, i = 1,2, 
such that Qr.z = un, Q,(A) = orzP (where 01 = (Ax),) andQien = en, i = 1,2. 
Hence, by replacing A by Q,AQ;l, we may assume that Aen = en and 
Au” = or@, where 01 > 0. It follows that Aen- = MP - en, and so A can 
be partitioned 
where 
A,, = [, ” 1 f] - 
We observe that 01 # 1, for otherwise A@ = vn, contradicting q = 1. Let 
B = AtJ,A. If we partition B conformably with A we obtain 
where 
and 
By Theorem 2.3, B = pJn + H where p 3 0 and H > 0. Since - 
(u”)~ Jnun = 0 and Au” = c&, we also have (zP)~ Bun = 0, and so 
(u”)” Hun = 0. Since Hg 0, it follows that Hun = 0 (cf. [3, p. 3191). 
By computing the last component of Hun = 0, we conclude that OL = TV. 
Since h,, = I-~andsince~=~#l,wehaveO~~<l.Butif~=O 
then At JnA 2 0, whence by Corollary 4.3 and Lemma 3.2 A = xwt for 
some vectors a, w E aK, . Thus q = n, which is impossible. Hence 
0 < TV < 1. Computing the first (n - 2) components of Hun = 0 we obtain 
G-l,, = ani , i = 1, 2,..., n - 2. 
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Hence, if we partition H conformably with A we obtain 
where 
and 
Let D = A - c@(v~)~, where E > 0. Since E(P) (v”)’ -> 0, we have D < -4. 
We shall show that for sufficiently small E, D >, 0. We do this by showing 
that there exists P> 0 such that DtJnD = p Jn + P. Since Hun = 0, we 
have 
At JnAu” = p],u* + Hu’” = CL J,@. 
But Au” = pun and p > 0, whence AtJnun = Jnun. Thus, 
Dt JnD = AtJ,A - E[D”(u”)~ JnA + A”J,un(vn)t] + E%“(u”)~ Jn~n(~ln)t 
= AtJnA - ~EV’@“)~, 
where from (3.7.1) 
Zlpq = on4 @ [ -: -;I . 
Let Dt JnD = pJ,, + P. Then, since AtJ,A = p Jn + H, it follows that 
P = H - ~EV*(V~)~. Thus, partitioning P in the same way as H, 
we have P,, = % , PI2 = HI2 and 
p,= l-/J----C 
[ 
/6-1+22E 
21 I /J-1+22E l---22E. 
We shall show that for sufficiently small and positive E, P 2 0. Let p(i) 
[or F)] be the ith column of P [or H]. Since p(n) = -po-I), det p = 0 for 
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all E. Hence it is enough to prove that det P[ii , is ,..., i,,J 3 0, where 
1 < i1 < i2 < ... < i, < n - 1 and P[il , is ,..., im] denotes the principal 
submatrix of P based on rows and columns il , iz ,..., i, . If i, < n - 1, 
then det P[il , i2 ,..., im] = det H[i, , iz ,..., i,] > 0. So suppose that 
bl = n - 1. If det H[i, , iz ,..., imml , n - I] > 0, then 
det P[il , iz ,..., &ml , n - l] > 0 
for E sufficiently small and positive. So suppose that 
det H[il, iz ,..., &.-I , n - I] = 0. 
As can be shown by taking the mth compound of H (cf. [3, p. 19]), it follows 
that WI),..., N-l), /Gn-l) are linearly dependent. Hence there exist aLi E R, 
i = 1, 2,..., m, not all 0, such that 
Qp’) + . . . + Olm-lh(i”-l) + or,h(n-l) = 0. (4.5.1) 
Suppose that 01, # 0. Then, since h(n) = -h(n-i), 
gh(i’) + . . . + 0L,-lh(im-l) + &Jh(‘+l) _ +Jl,h(n) = 0. 
Let x E lFP such that 
and xi = 0 elsewhere. 
Then Hz = 0 and the conditions of Lemma 4.4 are satisfied. Hence 
there exists a vector y E Iw” satisfying (4.4.1), (4.4.2) and (4.4.3) (with 
respect to H). But (AY)~ Jn(Ay) = pytjny + ytHy= 0. Hence Ay E X,, , 
contradicting q = 1. Thus OL, = 0 in (4.5.1). It follows that htdl),..., htim-l) 
are linearly dependent. Since p(Q) = h(Q), j = 1,2,..., m - 1, we have 
det P[il , iz ,..., imml , n - l] = 0. 
Thus, for E > 0 sufficiently small P> 0. Since Aun = pun for some 
0 < TV < 1 and Aen = en, we have rank A > 2. For sufficiently small and 
positive E it follows that rank D > 2 and that D = A - EURO is not a 
multiple of A. Since DtJnD = p Jn + P, it follows by Theorem 2.3 that 
D E r(K,), contrary to A E E(T(K,)). Hence q # 1. 
Case 3. 2 < q < n - 1. There exist x1, x2 E F which are linearly 
independent and Ax1 = yi E aK, , Ax2 = y2 E aK,, . By Lemma 3.7 there 
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exists Qr E @(K,) such that Qrxr = un and Q~x* = vn. Then AQ;‘un = y1 
and A4Q;‘an = y*. By Lemma 3.4 we may assume without loss of generality 
that Au* =yl and Avn =y2. 
Case 3a. Suppose that y1 and y2 are linearly independent. By a similar 
argument we may assume that Aun = un and Bv” = ‘~1”. Hence 
Let 
,4e”pl = end 
7 =le’l = e”. (4.5.23 
where A,, E Rn-2~n-2. It follows from (4.5.2) that A,, = 0 and A2* = Zs . 
Since A E T(K,), there exist p > 0 and H >2 0 such that AtJ,A = ~1~ + H. 
Since J, = -In-a @ J2 , we obtain 
AtJnA = [ 7441-411 + &JA -4:rJa J A 
2 n J2 = ’ 0 I [ 
-In-* 0 
J2 + Hi2 H,, ’ I [ 
H,, HrL 
I 
where H,, E lRn-2*n-2. Thus (1 - p) J2 = H,, 2 0, whence ~1 = 1 and 
H,, = 0. It follows that H,, = 0. Hence J2A2, = 0, and so A,, = 0. Thus 
nl = .4,, @Is , and 
-A;,A,, = --I,-, + H,, . (4.5.3) 
We obtain 0 < Ai,A,, sZ,-, . I f  AilAll = Z,-, , then by (4.5.3) H,, = 0 
and so H =< Thus AtJnA = Jn , whence by Theorem 2.4 and (4.5.2) 
A E O(K,). This contradicts q < n. Thus AilAll # I.+* . 
By Proposition 4.1 there exist P, Q E Rn-2,n-2 such that 
Pb4,,Q = A = diag(h, , A, ,..., A,-,). 
It is easy to see that 0 5 AtA sZ,-, and AtA # In-* . Thus 1 - Ai2 2 0, 
i = 1, 2,..., 12 - 2 and 1 - Ai2 > 0 for some j, 1 <j < n - 2, say j = 1. 
Choosec>Osuchthat Ih,f~l (1. Let 
A&) = diag(h, * E, A, ,..., An-?), 
-411(h) = Pt4tc) Q” and 4f4 = 444 0 4 . 
Since 0 < At( *E) A( he) sZnm2 , we have A( &c)~ J,A( kc) 2 J,, . Since 
rank A 32 it follows from Theorem 2.3 and (4.5.2) that A(-&) E T(K,). 
But -4 = &[-4(r) + A(--E)]. Now suppose that -4(c) = a-4 for some (Y E R. 
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Then I,, = (y12s , whence (Y = 1. However, A(E) # A. Thus A is not extreme, 
a contradiction. 
Case 3b. Suppose that y1 = Au” and y2 = Av” are linearly dependent, 
say y1 = ay and ya = py, where y E aK, and (Y, p > 0. By Lemmas 3.4 and 
and 3.7 we may assume without loss of generality that y = un, so that 
Au” = MP, At? = /3un. Since 
and 
Aen = $9~~ + $Avn = $(CY + b) un 
it follows that 
Aen-l = $A@ - $Av” = &(a - j?) un, 
Let B = AtJ,,A. Then B > p J,, for some p > 0, since A E T(K,). If we 
partition B conformably with A, we obtain B,, = Akz J2A,, = 0. Hence, 
0 2 TV Jz , whence p = 0. Thus AtJ,,A 2 0, and since A E E(T(K,)) we 
conclude from Corollary 4.3 that A E d(K,). An immediate application of 
Lemma 3.2 yields 4 = n, a contradiction. This completes the investigation 
of Case 3. 
We have proved that Q = n. Hence there exists a basis x1, x2,..., .P for 
lfP, such that xi E aK, and Ani E aK,, , i = 1, 2 ,..., n. Since A E r(K,), 
there exist H 2 0 and TV > 0 such that At JnA = p J,, + H. Hence 
0 = (Axi)” J,Ad = /Lo J,$ + (x~)~ Hxi = (x~)~ Hxi. 
It follows that Hxi = 0, i = 1, 2 ,..., n, and so H = 0. Thus At JnA = p J,, . 
If TV > 0, then by Theorem 2.4 A E O(K,). If p = 0, then by Corollary 
4.3 A E d(K,). We have established the proof that 
(b) We now prove that E(T(K,)) I O(K,) u d(K,). So let 
A E O(K,) U d(K,). If A E d(K,), then A E E(T(K,)) by definition. So sup- 
pose that A E O(K,). Since the cone K, is indecomposable for 1z > 3 (see 
Barker and Schneider [l] and Loewy and Schneider [Sj), it follows from 
Theorem 3.3 of Loewy and Schneider [5] that A E E(T(K,)). This completes 
the proof of the theorem. 
Remark. Note that the condition n 3 3 is required in the proof of 
Theorem 4.5. It is clear that E(T(K,)) = d(K,), since every nonsingular 
A E T(K,) is the sum of two matrices in I’(K,) of rank 1. 
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Theorem 4.5 characterizes the extreme matrices in r(k’,), for n 3 3. We 
can now determine the structure of r(k’,): 
COROLLARY 4.6. Let n 3 2. Then r(K,) = hull[O(K,) u d(k’,)]. 
Proof. This is an immediate corollary of Theorem 4.5, the preceding 
remark and the well-known theorem that any cone in W is the hull of its 
extremes (cf. [6, p. 1671). 
Finally, we show that r(k’,) is determined by the matrices that map K,, 
onto itself. 
THEOREM 4.7. Let n 3 2. Then r(K,) = hull(closure O(K,,)). 
Proof. By Corollary 4.6 it is enough to show that any matrix =1 in d(K,n) 
is a limit of matrices in O(K,). So let 0 # d E d(li,). Then by Lemma 3.2 
there exist nonzero vectors x, y  E SK, such that =1 = sy’. By Lemma 3.7, 
there exist Q, , Qa E O(K,) such that Qi.y = zln and Qzy = u”. Let 
B = $Qi-JQ;. Then B E d(K,) and it is enough to show that B is a limit 
of matrices in O(K,). But 
Let 
Clearly, lim,,, T, = B and T,” JnTE = 2~ Jn . Hence, bv Theorem 2.4, i 
T, E O(K,), completing the proof. 
Addendum to 
Positive Operators on the 
n-Dimensional Ice Cream Cone 
After the completion of this paper J. Bognar informed us of a different and 
more elementary proof of Lemma (2.2). By modifying a proof found, for the 
complex case, in M. G. Krein and Ju. L. Smul’jan (Plus-operators in a space 
with indefinite metric, Amer. Math. Sot. Transl. 85 (1969), 93-113), one 
first proves: If  .+ Jnx = 0 implies 2cfMx 3 0, then the relations y’ Jny < 0 
and zt Jnz > 0 imply that ytMv/y* Jny < z~~~Iz/z~J,~z. Lemma 2.2 then 
follows easily. 
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